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Preface

The Sun™ HPC SCI 3.1 Guide is intended for experienced system administrators.

How This Book Is Organized

Chapter 1 “Preparing for SCI Installation”, provides an overview of the Sun HPC

SCI subsystem, including descriptions of the principal hardware and software

components.

Chapter 2 “Network Connection Procedure”, outlines the procedure for connecting

the cluster nodes to an SCI network in the various supported topologies.

Chapter 3 “Configuring the SCI Network Interface”, explains how to configure the

network interfaces on the cluster nodes.

Chapter 4 “Verify That the Network Is Functional”, provides a set of procedures that

can be used to check the basic functionality of the network.

Chapter 5 “Adding or Replacing SCI Adapter Cards”, describes the procedure for

configuring a newly installed SCI adapter card.

Chapter 6 “SCI Interface Troubleshooting”, describes techniques for solving failures

of the SCI interface.

Appendix A “Man Pages”, contains man pages related to the SCI interface.

Appendix B “SMA Messages”, lists system messages related to the SCI interface.
vii



Using UNIX Commands

This document may not contain information on basic UNIX® commands and

procedures such as shutting down the system, booting the system, and configuring

devices.

See one or more of the following for this information:

■ Solaris 2.x Handbook for SMCC Peripherals

■ AnswerBook™ online documentation for the applicable Solaris™ operating

environment.

■ Other software documentation that you received with your system
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Typographic Conventions

Shell Prompts

TABLE P-1 Typographic Conventions

Typeface or
Symbol Meaning Examples

AaBbCc123 The names of commands, files,

and directories; on-screen

computer output.

Edit your .login file.

Use ls -a to list all files.

% You have mail .

AaBbCc123 What you type, when

contrasted with on-screen

computer output.

% su
Password:

AaBbCc123 Book titles, new words or

terms, words to be emphasized.

Command-line variable;

replace with a real name or

value.

Read Chapter 6 in the User’s Guide.

These are called class options.

You must be root to do this.

To delete a file, type rm filename.

TABLE P-2 Shell Prompts

Shell Prompt

C shell machine_name%

C shell superuser machine_name#

Bourne shell and Korn shell $

Bourne shell and Korn shell

superuser

#

Preface ix



Related Documentation

TABLE P-3 Related Documentation

Application Title Part Number

All Sun HPC ClusterTools™ 3.1 Product Notes 806-4182-10

All Sun HPC ClusterTools 3.1 Performance Guide 806-3732-10

Sun MPI Programming Sun HPC ClusterTools 3.1 User’s Guide 806-3733-10

Sun MPI Programming Sun MPI 4.1 Programming and Reference Guide 806-3734-10

Prism Prism 6.1 User’s Guide 806-3736-10

Prism Prism 6.1 Reference Manual 806-3737-10
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CHAPTER 1

Preparing for SCI Installation

This chapter describes the SCI network configurations that are supported by the Sun

HPC ClusterTools 3.1 software suite.

Other Necessary Documentation
The hardware installation and service manuals provided with your Sun server are

likely to contain important information about installing SCI adapter cards and

network cables. Please read the applicable sections of the Sun server hardware

manuals before installing and configuring an SCI network on your Sun HPC cluster.

SCI Adapter Cards
Sun HPC 3.1 cluster nodes connect to the SCI network through SCI adapter cards

installed in the node’s SBus slots.

In two-node SCI networks, the SCI adapter cards are ordinarily connected to each

other directly, without going through a switch.

In three- and four-node networks, each adapter card is connected to a port in a four-

port SCI switch. These two basic SCI network connections schemes are shown in

FIGURE 1-1.
1



FIGURE 1-1 Basic SCI Network Connection Schemes for Sun HPC 3.1 Clusters

SCI station
cable

SCI Switch

SCI Adapter Card

Port 0Port 1Port 2Port 3

Node 0Node 1Node 2

Node 0

Node 1

Node 3

Two-Node, Unswitched Configuration

Three- or Four-Node, Switched Configuration

NOTE: A three- or four-node network can have as many as six
or eight SCI adapter cards—up to two adapter cards per node.
Networks with five or more adapters use two SCI switches.
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Supported SCI Network Topologies
A Sun HPC 3.1 cluster can have up to four nodes connected to an SCI-based private

subnet. The nodes may connect to the SCI network through one or two SCI adapter

cards. When each node in the network has two SCI adapter cards, communication

bandwidth can be increased by striping messages across both network interfaces.

Note – See the Sun HPC ClusterTools 3.1 Adminstrator’s Guide for additional

information about configuring a Sun HPC cluster to support message striping.

Chapter 2 “Network Connection Procedure” describes the procedure for connecting

the nodes in the various network topologies described below. Chapter 3 describes

the procedure for configuring the SCI drivers.

Two-Node Networks

FIGURE 1-2 shows how two nodes in a Sun HPC 3.1 cluster can be connected via an

SCI network. The SCI adapter card in one node is connected directly to an SCI

adapter card in the other node. There is no intervening SCI switch, which is the

usual connection scheme for two-node networks.

If each node has two SCI adapter cards, messages can be striped across the two

network interfaces. This is illustrated in lower schematic in FIGURE 1-2.
Chapter 1 Preparing for SCI Installation 3



FIGURE 1-2 Two-Node SCI Interconnections, Nonstriped and Striped

If you expect to add a node to a two-node network at a later time, you may want to

connect the two nodes through a switch now, even though the switch is not needed.

This would simplify the process of adding a third node later on. The chief

disadvantage to using a switch in a two-node network is the latency it adds to the

communication path between the nodes.

This alternate connection scheme is discussed further in “Notes for Switched Two-

Node Network” on page 10.

SCI Cable

NOTES:
In a two-node SCI network, nodes are connected directly, not through a switch.

Sun HPC CusterTools 3.1 supports striping across two SCI interfaces.

This requires installing two SCI adapter cards in each node.

NodeSCI Adapter SCI AdapterNode

SCI Cable

Two-Node, Switchless and Nonstriped

Two-Node, Switchless and Striped
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Three-Node Networks

FIGURE 1-3 shows examples of how three Sun HPC nodes can be connected to an SCI

network, in both unstriped and striped modes.

FIGURE 1-3 Supported Three-Node SCI Interconnections

Three-Node, Switched and Striped

NodeSCI Adapter SCI AdapterNode

SCI Cables

NOTES:
In a three-node, nonstriped SCI network,the nodes are connected through a

In a three-node, striped SCI network, the nodes are connected through two

switches, using three ports in each switch.

SCI Switch

single switch.

Three-Node, Switched and Nonstriped
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Four-Node Networks

FIGURE 1-4 shows examples of how four Sun HPC nodes can be connected to an SCI

network, in both unstriped and striped modes.

FIGURE 1-4 Supported Four-Node SCI Interconnections.

Four-Node, Switched and Striped

NodeSCI Adapter SCI AdapterNode
SCI Cables

NOTES:
In a four-node, nonstriped SCI network,the nodes are connected through a

In a four-node, striped SCI network, the nodes are connected through two

switches, using three ports in each switch.

SCI Switch

single switch.

Four-Node, Switched and Nonstriped
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SCI Adapter Card Scrubber Jumpers
Each SCI adapter card has a jumper, called the scrubber jumper. This jumper

configures the scrubber circuit, which controls link maintenance functions.

FIGURE 1-5 shows its location on the SCI adapter card.

FIGURE 1-5 Location of the Scrubber Jumper

TABLE 1-1 specifies the appropriate scrubber jumper settings for unswitched and

switched SCI networks.

TABLE 1-1 Scrubber Jumper Settings

Topology SCI SBus Card Jumper Settings

Two nodes (unswitched) Set one jumper ON and the other jumper OFF in each

connected pair of SCI adapter cards. See FIGURE 1-6

for examples of two-node jumper settings.

Three or four nodes (switched) Set all jumpers ON.

XTAL

SCI Adapter Card

On

Off

(Top view)

Scrubber
Jumper
Settings
Chapter 1 Preparing for SCI Installation 7



FIGURE 1-6 Examples of Scrubber Jumper Settings in Two-Node Networks

Note – SCI adapter cards are shipped without a default setting. Therefore, examine

the setting on each SCI adapter card and adjust it if necessary. If scrubber jumpers

are not set correctly when installed, communication between nodes may experience

intermittent faults.

Scrubber Jumper = ON Scrubber Jumper = OFF

Scrubber Jumper = ON Scrubber Jumper = OFF

Scrubber Jumper = ON Scrubber Jumper = OFF

NOTE: In a two-node SCI network, it doesn’t matter which end of an SCI
connection is set ON and which end is OFF. The only requirement is that
the two scrubber jumpers in a connected pair have complementary settings.

Scrubber Jumper = OFF Scrubber Jumper = ON

Scrubber Jumper = ON Scrubber Jumper = OFF
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CHAPTER 2

Network Connection Procedure

The Sun HPC ClusterTools 3.1 software may—but need not be—already installed on

the nodes before you perform the procedures described in this chapter. The

ClusterTools 3.1 software must be installed before you configure the SCI drivers, as

described in Chapter 3.

Install SCI Adapter Cards

Notes for Scrubber Jumper Settings

If the nodes are not already in a power-off state, turn their power switches off and

disconnect their power cables from the power outlet.

Verify that each SCI adapter card’s scrubber jumper has the correct setting for the

network configuration in which it will be used.

■ Switchless two-node network – If you are creating a two-node network in which

the nodes will connect directly, not through a switch, set the scrubber jumper at

one end of a connection to ON and the scrubber jumper at the other end of the

connection to OFF.

■ Switched two-node network – If you plan to add one or two nodes to a two-node

network at a later time, you may want to connect the nodes through an SCI

switch when you first set up the two-node network. See the section “Notes for

Switched Two-Node Network” on page 10 for an explanation.

■ Three- and four-node networks – The scrubber jumper on every SCI adapter card

must be set to ON.
9



Notes for Switched Two-Node Network

If you are setting up a two-node SCI network, but plan to add another node to the

network later, you might want to connect the two nodes through a switch from the

beginning. This would make it unnecessary to reconfigure half the original scrubber

jumpers when the new node is added. Otherwise, if you add a node to a two-node

network that was originally set up without a switch, you must change the OFF

scrubber jumper(s) to ON and reboot the node.

If you plan to do this, read the instructions for creating three- and four-node

networks instead of the section on two-node networks.

Note – The chief disadvantage to using a switch when it is not required is that the

switch adds some latency that would otherwise not be in the network.

Notes Regarding SBus Slots

If the SCI adapter cards are not already installed in the nodes, install them in

available SBus slots. Refer to the hardware installation manual that was supplied

with your server for installation instructions.

If possible, apply the following guidelines when choosing which SBus slots to use:

■ Install the cards in the lowest-numbered available SBus slots.

■ If you are installing two adapter cards per node, you should locate them in

adjacent SBus slots.

Adhering to these guidelines will make it easier for you to edit the SCI configuration

file, sci_config.hpc , later in the installation process. Chapter 3 explains how to

edit this file.

Connecting SCI Adapter Cards
This section explains how to create SCI networks with two, three, and four nodes.
10 Sun HPC SCI 3.1 Guide • March 2000



▼ To Create a Two-Node Network

1. Use an 80-line SCI station cable to connect the SCI adapter card of one node to the
SCI adapter card of the other node.

If each of your nodes has two SCI adapter cards, use two SCI cables, one for each

pair of adapter cards. See FIGURE 2-1 for examples.

2. Connect the node power cords to the power outlets.

3. Turn the node power switches on and boot the nodes.

FIGURE 2-1 Examples of Two-Node Unswitched SCI Connections

SCI Cable

NOTES:
In a two-node SCI network, nodes are connected directly, not through a switch.

Sun HPC CusterTools 3.1 supports striping across two SCI interfaces.

This requires installing two SCI adapter cards in each node.

NodeSCI Adapter SCI AdapterNode

SCI Cable

Two-Node, Switchless and Nonstriped

Two-Node, Switchless and Striped
Chapter 2 Network Connection Procedure 11



▼ To Create a Three- or Four-Node Network

1. Use a separate 80-line SCI station cable to connect each SCI adapter card to a port
on an SCI switch.

You can connect any SCI adapter card to any switch port, but you should follow a

logical order in making your connections. This will simplify network configuration

and administration tasks. See FIGURE 2-2 and FIGURE 2-3 for connection examples.

2. Connect the node power cords to the power outlets.

3. Turn the node power switches on and boot the nodes.

FIGURE 2-2 Examples of Three-Node Switched SCI Connections

SCI Switch 0

Port 0

Port 1

Port 2

Port 0

Port 1

Port 0

Port 1

Port 2

Port 2

SCI Switch 0

SCI Switch 1

Host 2

Adp 0

Host 2

Adp 0

Adp 1

Host 0

Adp 0

Host 1

Adp 0

Host 0

Adp 0

Adp 1

Host 1

Adp 0

Adp 1
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FIGURE 2-3 Examples of Four-Node SCI Switched Connections

SCI Switch 0

SCI Switch 0

SCI Switch 1

Host 2

Adp 0

Host 2

Adp 0

Adp 1

Host 3

Adp 0

Adp 1

Port 0

Port 1

Port 0

Port 1

Port 0

Port 1

Port 2

Port 3

Port 2

Port 3

Port 2

Port 3

Host 3

Adp 0

Host 0

Adp 0

Host 1

Adp 0

Host 0

Adp 0

Adp 1

Host 1

Adp 0

Adp 1
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CHAPTER 3

Configuring the SCI Network
Interface

This chapter explains how to install the SCI and RSM packages onto Sun HPC 3.1

cluster nodes and how to configure the SCI network interface. It covers the following

procedures:

■ Creating a temporary network map for later reference – See “Create a Temporary

Network Map for Later Reference” on page 16

■ Creating the SCI configuration file, sci_config.hpc – See “Create

sci_config.hpc” on page 17

■ Installing the software packages needed to support an SCI network in a

ClusterTools environment. – See “Install SCI/RSM Driver Packages” on page 24

■ Running sm_config to initialize the SCI network interface – See “Propagate the

SCI Configuration” on page 26

■ Verifying the rank of the SCI interfaces – “Verify the Rank of the SCI Interface” on

page 28

■ Rebooting the cluster nodes – “Reboot Nodes” on page 28

Note – The SCI network hardware must already have been installed.
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Create a Temporary Network Map for
Later Reference
Before you create the SCI configuration file, sci_config.hpc , sketch out a map of

the physical network connections and identify each SCI adapter by its serial number.

Look on the connector panel of the node. An adapter’s serial number will be printed

on a white label in the upper left corner of the adapter‘s connector. It is usually a

four- or five-digit number.

FIGURE 3-1 shows an example of a temporary map of a four-node configuration

without striping—that is, with one SCI network adapter connection per node.

This information will make it easier to verify that the adapter ID values specified in

sci_config.hp c match the actual values assigned by the device driver.

Instructions for using this map are provided in the section “SCI Configuration

Templates” on page 17.

FIGURE 3-1 Sample Temporary Map of a Four-Node, Nonstriped Configuration

host 0 host 2

Adapter S/N 6527
is in SBus slot 0

Adapter S/N 6269
is in SBus slot 0

host 1 host 3

Adapter S/N 6520
is in SBus slot 0

Adapter S/N 6148
is in SBus slot 0

switch 0

port 0

port 1

port 2

port 3

(node3)

(node4)

(node5)

(node6)
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Create sci_config.hpc
The SCI configuration procedure reads network mapping information from the

configuration file /opt/SUNWsma/sci_config.hpc , which you create from one of

the templates described below.

SCI Configuration Templates

The Sun HPC ClusterTools 3.1 software release includes the following SCI

configuration templates to simplify the creation of sci_config.hpc . Each template

represents a supported SCI network topology.

■ sma2.hpc – Two nodes connected directly by a single SCI station cable. There is

no intervening SCI switch. Because this configuration uses only one network

interface per node, it does not support message striping.

■ sma3.hpc – Three nodes connected through an SCI switch. Each node is

connected to the switch by a single station cable. Consequently, message striping

is not supported.

■ sma4.hpc – Four nodes connected through a single SCI switch. Each node is

connected to the switch by a single station cable. Again, message striping is not

supported.

■ sma2-2stripes.hpc – Two nodes connected directly by two SCI station cables.

There is no intervening SCI switch. Because both nodes have two network

interfaces, messages can be striped across both cables.

■ sma4-2stripes.hpc – Four nodes connected through two SCI switches via two

station cables per node. Because each node has two network interfaces, striping is

supported. Two SCI switches are needed because each switch has only four ports.

These templates are in /opt/SUNWhpc/bin/Install_Utilities/config_dir .

Editing a Configuration Template

Copy the applicable template to /opt/SUNWsma/sci_config.hpc . For example, to

create a configuration file for the two-node striped topology,

# cd /opt/SUNWsma
# cp /opt/SUNWhpc/bin/Install_Utilities/config_dir/sma2-2stripes.hpc
sci_config.hpc
Chapter 3 Configuring the SCI Network Interface 17



Use the sma4-2stripes.hpc template for creating a three-node, striped

configuration. Simply remove references to the fourth node.

Next, edit sci_config.hpc . Every template type is organized into eight sections.

Instructions for editing each section are provided below.

Section 1 – Cluster Configuration Type

Section 1 asks you to specify the type of cluster you have; you are given the options:

SC (Sun Cluster) or HPC. Enter HPC, as follows:

Note – SC is not a valid entry for clusters running Sun HPC ClusterTools software.

Section 2 – Host Names

List all of the nodes in the cluster by replacing <host_names> placeholders with the

host names of the cluster’s nodes. For example, if your cluster contains the nodes:

node3, node4, node5, and node6, Section 2 should look like this:

The nodes can be listed in any order.

Section 3 – Number of Switches

Specify the number of SCI switches in the cluster. This will be determined by which

network topology you implement, as follows:

■ Two-node cluster – either nonstriped or striped, set

Cluster is configured as = HPC

HOST 0 = node3
HOST 1 = node4
HOST 1 = node5
HOST 3 = node6

Number of Switches in cluster = 0
18 Sun HPC SCI 3.1 Guide • March 2000



■ Three- or four-node cluster – nonstriped, set

■ Three- or four-node cluster – striped, set

Section 4 – Number of Direct Links

Specify the number of unswitched node-to-node connections your cluster has.

Again, this will depend on which topology you implement, as follows:

■ Two-node cluster – nonstriped, set

■ Two-node cluster – striped, set

■ Three- or four-node cluster – either nonstriped or striped, set

Section 5 – Number of Ring Connections

Ring connections are not supported by Sun HPC ClusterTools 3.1 software.

Therefore, always specify

Section 6– Adapter Information

List all SCI adapters in the cluster and describe the connection details for each.

Number of Switches in cluster = 1

Number of Switches in cluster = 2

Number of Direct Links in cluster = 1

Number of Direct Links in cluster = 2

Number of Direct Links in cluster = 2

Number of Rings in cluster = 0
Chapter 3 Configuring the SCI Network Interface 19



Use a separate line for each adapter description. The format for describing

unswitched connections is

When no switch is used, an adapter (adp ) is connected to a particular endpoint

(endpt n) on a particular channel (link n). See FIGURE 3-2 and FIGURE 3-3.

Each adapter has its own endpoint. That is why two different endpoints are shown

on one link.

FIGURE 3-2 Two-Node Nonstriped Configuration

FIGURE 3-3 Two-Node, Striped Configuration

host n :: adp n is connected to = link n :: endpt n

host 0 host 1

adp 0 adp 0
link 0

host 0 :: adp 0 is connected to = link 0 :: endpt 0
host 1 :: adp 0 is connected to = link 0 :: endpt 1

endpt 0 endpt 1

host 0 host 1

adp 0 adp 0
link 0

host 0 :: adp 0 is connected to = link 0 :: endpt 0
host 0 :: adp 1 is connected to = link 1 :: endpt 0
host 1 :: adp 0 is connected to = link 0 :: endpt 1
host 1 :: adp 1 is connected to = link 1 :: endpt 1

endpt 0 endpt 1

adp 1 adp 1
link 1

endpt 0 endpt 1
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The format for describing switched connections is slightly different.

Here, an adapter is connected to port n of switch n. FIGURE 3-4 through FIGURE 3-7

show examples of this format.

FIGURE 3-4 Three-Node, Nonstriped Configuration

host n :: adp n is connected to = switch n :: port n

host 0

switch 0

host 1

host 2

adp 0 adp 0

adp 0

port 0

port 1

port 2

host 0 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 0
host 1 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 1
host 2 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 2
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FIGURE 3-5 Three-Node, Striped Configuration

FIGURE 3-6 Four-Node, Nonstriped Configuration

host 0

switch 0

host 1

host 2

adp 0 adp 0

adp 0

port 0

port 1

port 2

host 0 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 0
host 0 :: adp 1 is connected to = switch 1 :: port 0
host 1 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 1
host 1 :: adp 1 is connected to = switch 1 :: port 1
host 2 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 2
host 2 :: adp 1 is connected to = switch 1 :: port 2

switch 1

port 0

port 1

port 2

adp 1

adp 1

adp 1

host 0

switch 0

host 1

host 2

adp 0 adp 0

adp 0

port 0

port 1

port 2

host 0 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 0
host 1 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 1
host 2 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 2
host 3 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 3

host 3

adp 0

port 3
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FIGURE 3-7 Four-Node, Striped Configuration

Adapter ID values are assigned automatically by the device driver. These

assignments will not necessarily result in a direct, sequential mapping between ID

values and SBus slot numbers. Consequently, the adp n values that you assign in the

sci_config.hpc file may not match the actual ID assignments made by the device

driver. For this reason, you may need to revise the contents of Section 6 to match the

actual adapter connections.

This is why you were advised to make the temporary map of the physical network

layout. Instructions for ensuring that the sci_config.hpc file matches the actual

adapter ID values are provided in “Compare sm_config Output With Contents of

sci_config.hpc” on page 27

host 0

switch 0

host 1

host 2

adp 0 adp 0

adp 0

port 0

port 1

port 2

host 0 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 0
host 0 :: adp 1 is connected to = switch 1 :: port 0
host 1 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 1
host 1 :: adp 1 is connected to = switch 1 :: port 1
host 2 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 2
host 2 :: adp 1 is connected to = switch 1 :: port 2
host 3 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 3
host 3 :: adp 1 is connected to = switch 1 :: port 3

switch 1
port 0

port 1

port 2

adp 1

adp 1

adp 1

host 3

adp 0

adp 1

port 3

port 3
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Section 7 – Network IP Addresses

Specify the first three octets of the IP address of each link or switch. For example, for

a two-node, striped configuration,

An example of a four-node, nonstriped configuration might be

Section 8 – Netmask Value

Specify the netmask to be used for the private SCI subnet. For example,

This netmask value will support up to eight subnets with up to 30 hosts per subnet.

Install SCI/RSM Driver Packages
All nodes running ClusterTools 3.1 software must have the following ClusterTools

3.1 packages installed to support connection to an SCI network over RSM:

■ SUNWsci

■ SUNWscid

■ SUNWscidx – required only on clusters with 64-bit Solaris 7

■ SUNWsma

■ SUNWsmax– required only on clusters with 64-bit Solaris 7

■ SUNWrsmop

■ SUNWrsm

These packages must be installed locally on each node connected to the SCI network.

Local installation of SCI and RSM is necessary, even if the other ClusterTools

packages are installed on an NFS server.

Network IP address for Lin k 0 = 204.71.29
Network IP address for Lin k 1 = 204.71.15

Network IP address for Switc h 0 = 204.101.30

Netmask = e0
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An SCI/RSM installation script, sci_install , is provided on the ClusterTools 3.1

distribution CD-ROM. You must be logged in as root to run this script. The usage for

sci_install is

Note – The sma config file referred to above is the sci_config.hpc file described

in the previous subsection.

A script is also provided for removing the SCI and RSM packages; it is sci_remove .

You must be logged in as root to run sci_remove as well. Its usage is

Procedures for installing and removing the SCI and RSM packages are described in

the next two subsections.

Installing SCI and RSM Packages

Note – If any of the SCI or RSM packages were previously installed from another

source, you must remove them before installing the packages provided in the Sun

HPC ClusterTools 3.1 software release.

To install the SCI and RSM packages, do the following:

1. Mount the CD-ROM path on all the nodes on which the SCI/RSM packages will

be installed.

2. Load the Sun HPC ClusterTools 3.1 software CD-ROM in the CD-ROM drawer.

3. Log in to one of the nodes as root and type the full path of the sci_install
script. Include the required switches, -c , -d , and -i , as well as the appropriate

arguments.

sci_install -c sma-configuration-file -d package-directory -i rsh|telnet [-f]
-c <full pathname to sma config file>
-d <full pathname for location of the SCI/RSM pacakages>
-i rsh|telnet <telnet requires Cluster Console Manager tool>
-f #force installation of the packages

sci_remove -c sma-configuration-file -i rsh|telnet [-f]
-c <full pathname to sma config file>
-i rsh|telnet <telnet requires Cluster Console Manager tool>
-f #force removal of the packages
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The installation script will start installing the packages locally on all the nodes listed

in the sci_config.hpc file. It will display progress messages during the

installation and will notify you when all the packages have been successfully

installed.

When you see that the installation is complete, propagate the network configuration

to all the network interfaces, as described in “Propagate the SCI Configuration” on

page 26.

Propagate the SCI Configuration
This section explains how to use the sm_config script to propagate the network

configuration to all the nodes. This operation must be performed on the node that

contains the sci_config.hpc file.

Caution for NIS+ Users

sm_config may have trouble contacting other nodes in the cluster in an NIS+

environment. By default, the NIS+ version of /etc/nsswitch.conf specifies the

services entry as: nisplus [NOTFOUND=return] files . Since the

/etc/services file is modified and used by SUNWsmaand other packages, the

/etc/nsswitch.conf entry should be as follows:

Place the term files first before other entries.

Run sm_config

Go to /opt/SUNWsma/bi n and run the SCI setup program, sm_config .

services: files nisplus
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If possible, do this from a console terminal so you can see the output generated by

sm_config . If this is not possible, examine the output in /var/adm/messages . The

following example shows the output that would be generated for the four-node,

nonstriped sample configuration shown in FIGURE 3-1.

Do not press Return yet. Instead, go to the next section.

Compare sm_config Output With Contents of

sci_config.hpc

Compare the list of serial numbers in the sm_config output with the serial numbers

in the temporary map you made of the actual network configuration. Verify that the

adapter IDs and connection details you entered in Section 6 of sci_config.hpc
correspond to your temporary network map. If not, stop execution of sm_config
(press Control-C) and change the contents of sci_config.hpc to correspond to

physical configuration described by the temporary map. When the configuration file

matches the sm_config output, run sm_config again.

When examining the sm_config output, also look for any error messages reported

by sm_config or sm_configd .

When the contents of the sci_config.hpc file are confirmed by the sm_config
output, press Return to allow sm_config to complete execution.

# cd /opt/SUNWsma/bin
# sm_config -f ../sci_config.hpc
For Host #0 (node3), adapter details :-

Adp #0 :- serial no = 6269; bus slot = 0;
For Host #1 (node4), adapter details :-

Adp #0 :- serial no = 6520; bus slot = 0;
For Host #2 (node5), adapter details :-

Adp #0 :- serial no = 6527; bus slot = 0;
For Host #3 (node6), adapter details :-

Adp #0 :- serial no = 6148; bus slot = 0;
Press Return to continue:
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Verify the Rank of the SCI Interface
Look in the file hpc.conf and change the default ranking of the SCI interface to give

it the highest priority. That is, give it a lower number in the RANKcolumn than any

other interface listed in the file—for example, change its rank to 1.

If you don’t know the hpc.conf file’s location, do one of the following:

■ LSF – If your cluster is running LSF, open the LSF file /etc/lsf.conf . The

LSF_CONFDIRentry in lsf.conf identifies the directory containing hpc.conf .

■ CRE – If your cluster is running the CRE, look in /opt/SUNWhpc/conf/
hpc.conf .

Add Variable to sci.conf File
Add the following line to /usr/kernel/drv/sci.conf .

Reboot Nodes
Reboot all the nodes in the cluster.

Next, verify that the SCI network is correctly configured. Instructions for verifying

the network are provided in Chapter 4.

max-vc-number = 1024
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CHAPTER 4

Verify That the Network Is
Functional

Perform the steps described below to verify that the SCI network functions correctly.

Run get_ci_status
Execute get_ci_status on all cluster nodes to verify interconnectivity.

Run ifconfig –a
Execute ifconfig -a to verify that all the nodes are up with the SCI daemons

running.

Ping the SCI Adapter Cards
Ping each SCI network interface, using their IP addresses. This verifies that every

network interface can be reached from a single point in the network.
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Do All-to-All Ping
Cause each node to ping the SCI interface on every other node. This verifies that any

node can reach any other node over the SCI network.

Verify Basic Communication
Functionality
At this point, the SCI network is ready for use in a ClusterTools environment. Once

the full Sun HPC ClusterTools 3.1 suite has been installed, you can run sample or

real MPI programs to verify that the SCI network can be used for communication.

The Sun HPC ClusterTools 3.1 Installation Guide includes a set of post-installation

verification procedures for evaluating the readiness of the ClusterTools software in

general. These procedures include tests of internode communication, which can

serve as a verification of the SCI network.
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CHAPTER 5

Adding or Replacing SCI Adapter
Cards

If you add or replace an SCI adapter card on a node that has already been

configured by sm_config , perform the steps described in this chapter to initialize

the new adapter card.

Note – Because the node has already been configured by sm_config , it should also

already contain SUNWsci and the other SCI-related packages. If not—that is, if you

will be installing these SUNWpackages as part of the adapter card installation

process—perform the steps described in Chapter 2 “Network Connection

Procedure” and Chapter 3 “Configuring the SCI Network Interface” instead, but

only on the node receiving the SCI-related packages and new adapter card.

Install/Replace SCI Adapter Card
Turn the node’s power switch off and disconnect it from the power outlet. Note that

this only needs to be done on the node receiving the new adapter card.

Check the scrubber jumper on the new card and change its setting if needed.

■ If replacing an existing SCI adapter card without changing any other features of

the network, simply give the new adapter card the same scrubber jumper setting

as the one it is replacing.

■ If installing a new adapter card that will be connected directly to another adapter

card—not through a switch—set its scrubber jumper to the opposite of the other

adapter card. That is, if the other card’s scrubber jumper is ON, set this card’s

jumper to OFF. If the other is OFF, set this one to ON.
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■ If installing a new adapter card that will be connected to an SCI switch, set its

scrubber jumper to ON.

If replacing an existing SCI adapter card, simply install the new card in the same

SBus slot.

If adding a new SCI adapter card, install it in an available SBus slot. If possible,

install the new card in the next higher slot. This will promote an orderly relationship

between SBus slot numbers and network ID values, which can simplify network

administration.

Connect New Adapter Card to Network
Connect the new card to the network, either directly to an SCI adapter in another

node or to a port on an SCI switch. See the sample two-, three-, and four-node

topologies illustrated in FIGURE 2-1, FIGURE 2-2, and FIGURE 2-3.

Create a Temporary Network Map
Either update the temporary network map that was made when the network was

created or last changed or create a new temporary network map as described in

Chapter 3 “Configuring the SCI Network Interface”. Include the new adapter card in

the map, identifying its SBus location and serial number.

Run sciconf
Run the command sciconf as root on the node that contains the new SCI adapter

card. This will initialize the card so it can be used by the local SCI driver software. In

the following example, sciconf is run on a node that has been added to an existing

network. This node contains a single SCI adapter whose serial number is 6269. The

sciconf output indicates the network ID and SBus slot of this SCI adapter.

# /opt/SUNWsci/bin/sciconf
Dolphin SCI SBus2b card configuration script

== Doing drvconfig, please wait ...

== Doing devlinks, please wait ...
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== drvconfig and devlinks completed ...

== 1 SCI card was detected in the system
== Programming SCI card #1 with nodeid, adapter #, and firmware ...
== this takes 20 seconds, please wait ...
== Programming is done ... Please verify the following information:

sciadm $Revision: 2.30 $

DOLPHIN SBus card (SBus2b) found in SBus slot 0 on Board# 0, card slot
0.

Adapter number: 0
NodeId: 220 (0xdc)
Slot Number: 0 (0x00)
System Board Number: 0 (0x00)
Card Slot Number: 0 (0x00)
Adapter Serial Number: 6269
Fcode Version: Revision: 2.18
Fcode checksum: 0x8906bca8
Basic FPGA checksum: 0xaf0c0c7d
Alternative FPGA checksum: 0xaf0c0c7d

== Programming done ... remember to reboot the system when finished

Update sci_config.hpc
Update the /opt/SUNWsma/sci_config.hpc file to incorporate the information

provided by the sciconf output.

Run sm_config
Execute the sm_config command as root on the node that contains the

sci_config.hpc file.

If possible, do this from a console terminal so you can see the output it generates. If

this is not possible, examine the output in /var/adm/messages . The following

example shows the output that would be generated for the four-node, nonstriped

sample configuration shown in FIGURE 3-1.
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Note – Do not press Return when the sm_config output pauses. Go to the next

section first.

Confirm sci_config.hpc Contents
Compare the list of serial numbers in the sm_config output with the serial numbers

in the temporary network map.

If the sm_config output conflicts with Section 6 of the sci_config.hpc file, stop

execution of sm_config (press Control-C) and correct the configuration file. Then

run sm_config again and compare its output with sci_config.hpc again.

When the contents of the sci_config.hpc file are confirmed by the sm_config
output, press Return to allow sm_config to complete execution.

Reboot the Node
The sm_config output will also identify which nodes need to be rebooted. Reboot

those nodes.

# /opt/SUNWsma/bin/sm_config –f ../sci_config.hpc
For Host #0 (node3), adapter details :-

Adp #0 :- serial no = 6148; bus slot = 0;
For Host #1 (node4), adapter details :-

Adp #0 :- serial no = 6520; bus slot = 0;
For Host #2 (node5), adapter details :-

Adp #0 :- serial no = 6527; bus slot = 0;
For Host #3 (node6), adapter details :-

Adp #0 :- serial no = 6259; bus slot = 0;
Press Return to continue:
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Verify the New Network
Perform the network verification steps described in Chapter 4 “Verify That the

Network Is Functional” to be certain that the network still functions correctly.
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CHAPTER 6

SCI Interface Troubleshooting

Checking the SCI Hardware

General Inspection

Perform the following checks to determine the physical state of various SCI

subsystem components. Verify that:

■ All SCI scrubber jumpers are properly set, depending on the cluster topology.

Scrubber jumper settings are described in Chapter 2.

■ All SCI cables are properly seated.

■ All SCI switches have power applied.

■ No SCI status LEDs are red—see TABLE 6-1 and TABLE 6-2

SCI Switch Status LED Locations

Clusters with three or four nodes can be connected through one or two SCI switches.

The switch status LEDs provide information that can be used to troubleshoot SCI

switch failures (FIGURE 6-1). Guidelines for interpreting these LEDs are provided in

“Port Status LEDs” on page 38” and “General Switch Status LED” on page 39.
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FIGURE 6-1 SCI Status LED Locations

Port Status LEDs

The four port status LEDs located on the switch front panel can be used to

troubleshoot individual port failures (TABLE 6-1).

Note – A switch port sync error can result from a cable being removed.

TABLE 6-1 SCI Switch Port Status LEDs

Situation Port LED Status

No power All four LEDs not lit

Fatal switch errors:

fatal hardware error,

temperature to high,

fan(s) not operative,

power supply problem

All four LEDs red

Port errors:

SCI cable out,

sync error

Associated port LED is red

Port operative, no transactions Associated port LED is green

Port operative, with transactions Associated port LED is blinking green

Front View

Port Status LEDs General Switch Status LED

Rear View
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General Switch Status LED

The switch status LED located on the rear panel indicates overall switch failures

(TABLE 6-2).

The get_ci_status Command

You can use the results of the get_ci_status command to troubleshoot clusters

that have SCI switches. For example, for the configuration in FIGURE 6-2, if the

get_ci_statu s command is used on node1, a typical output would be:

In this example, the line

indicates that the path between SCI switch 0, port 3 and node4 is inactive and not

operational.

TABLE 6-2 SCI Switch Rear Panel LED

Situation LED Status

Fatal switch errors:

fatal hardware error,

temperature too high,

fan(s) not operative,

power supply problem

Red

Switch operational Green

# /opt/SUNWsma/bin/get_ci_status
sma: sci #0: sbus_slot# 1; adapter_id 8 (0x08); ip_address 1; switch_id# 0;
port_id# 0; Adapter Status - UP; Link Status - UP
sma: Switch_id# 0
sma: port_id# 1: host_name = node2; adapter_id = 72; active | operational
sma: port_id# 2: host_name = node3; adapter_id = 136; active | operational
sma: port_id# 3: host_name = node4; adapter_id = 200; inactive | inoperational
#

sma: port_id# 3: host_name = node4; adapter_id = 200;inactive|inoperational
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FIGURE 6-2 Typical Four-Node Configuration With an SCI Switch

In this instance, if the get_ci_status command were run on all four nodes, and if

the same path was inactive and inoperative between SCI switch 0, port 3 and node4,

it is more than likely that either the SCI switch 0, port 3, the cable, or the node4 host

adapter is faulty.

However, if the get_ci_status command indicates that the same path is inactive

and inoperative for one node only, such as in the instance of node1, then it is more

than likely that either the node 1 host adapter, the cable, or SCI switch 0, port 0 is

faulty.

Client Net Failure

System console messages will identify the specific port that has failed. Otherwise,

for information on test commands as well as additional troubleshooting, refer to the

documentation that came with your client network interface card.

Incorrect Firmware
If an SCI adapter card is loaded with the wrong firmware, the SCI cards will not be

detected upon system power-on or reboot/reset.

Improper loading of the firmware can happen two ways:

■ Old firmware programmed into new SBus2b cards

0    1     2    3

Switch 0

node1

node2

node3

node4
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■ New firmware programmed into old SBus2 cards

If correct firmware is loaded, a banner (containing the word FCode) will be printed

from each SCI card twice during power-on or reboot or reset. No banner will be

printed at all for a card loaded with improper firmware.

The following are sample console messages. Note that these messages are not saved

in the message file):

1. One SCI card is working in the node:

2. No SCI cards are working in the node:

rebooting...
Resetting ...

DOLPHIN SBus-to-SCI (SBus2b) Adapter - 9029, Serial #5017
FCode 9029 $Revision: 2.3 $ - d9029_52 $Date: 1996/10/30 07:47:53
$

Executing SCI adapter selftest.    Adapter OK.
screen not found.
Can't open input device.
Keyboard not present.  Using ttya for input and output.

DOLPHIN SBus-to-SCI (SBus2b) Adapter - 9029, Serial #5017
FCode 9029 $Revision: 2.3 $ - d9029_52 $Date: 1996/10/30 07:47:53
$

Executing SCI adapter selftest.    Adapter OK.

Sun Ultra 1 SBus (UltraSPARC 167MHz), No Keyboard

rebooting...
Resetting ...

screen not found.
Can't open input device.
Keyboard not present.  Using ttya for input and output.

Sun Ultra 1 SBus (UltraSPARC 167MHz), No Keyboard
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Note – If SCI cards do not show up during boot time, check the physical installation

of the cards. If reseating the cards does not correct the problem, the SCI cards may

be damaged and should be returned.

If you suspect that an SCI SBus interface card is loaded with the wrong firmware,

perform the following steps to investigate:

1. With the system powered off, note the serial numbers of the adapter cards that are
physically installed.

2. Turn the system power on.

3. Run /opt/SUNWsci/bin/sciadm and enter the identify command.

This command displays the firmware version, fcode version, and serial number of

each adapter board found.

4. Compare the number of cards found by sciadm against the number of adapters
physically installed.

Two cards should be displayed in the output. If not, there is at least one bad card in

the system.

5. Compare the adapter board serial numbers from the output of the identify
command, to the serial number on each adapter card physically installed.

Note which serial number(s) are displayed. Cards that do not have their serial

numbers displayed are bad and need replacement.
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APPENDIX A

Man Pages

This appendix contains man pages for:

■ sm_config

■ get_ci_status .

sm_config(1M) Maintenance Commands sm_config(1M)

NAME
     sm_config - SCI adapter configuration utility for clusters

SYNOPSIS
     sm_config [-t] -f filename

AVAILABILITY
     SUNWsma

INTERFACE CLASSIFICATION
     Sun Private

DESCRIPTION
sm_config is the SCI adapter configuration utility. It acts
as a client of sm_configd(1M) daemon. sm_config contacts
the sm_configd(1M) daemon on all the hosts and works in a
distributed fashion to retrieve the adapter inventory and
configure the adapter cards on these hosts. The configura-

     tion process involves programming -
(a) the adapter Node-Ids into the adapter’s flash memory

     and
      (b) IP addresses into the cards.

Upon successful completion, a configuration file named
/etc/sma.config is installed on all the hosts in the clus-
ter. This file contains a snapshot view of the cluster
members, switches, adpaters etc. It also installs a file
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called /etc/sma.ip which contains the IP addresses of all
     the SCI interfaces in the cluster.

OPTIONS
     -t              starts sm_config in debug mode.

-f filename takes the filename as an input file. The
input file template is available in
/opt/SUNWsma/bin directory as (a)
template.pdb (for PDB clusters) and (b)
template.hpc (for HPC clusters). These tem-
plate files provide detailed information
about the type of information required by

                    sm_config.

     This input file template contains 8 sections -

1. Cluster configuration section - specifies the type of
cluster being configured (PDB or HPC). A sample template

     for this section -
       Cluster is configured as =    PDB

2. Host names section - requires the names of all the hosts
in the cluster. If the hosts in the cluster do not have
full public-net connectivity then the name of the host
without connectivity must be preceded by “_%”. This indi-
cates to sm_config not to contact this host via the public-

     net.

For example, consider a case where host2 in a cluster of
host1, host2, host3 and host4 lacks public-net connectivity.
When sm_config is started with the following template_1, it
will contact host1, host3 and host4 over the net and config-
ure their SCI interfaces. However, it is now the user’s
responsibility to run sm_config on host2 in the stand-alone

     mode using template_2 below.

     template_1 - used on host1, host3 and host4 :-
       HOST 0  =    host1
       HOST 1  =    _%host2
       HOST 2  =    host3
       HOST 3  =    host4

     template_2 - used on host2 :-
       HOST 0  =    _%host1
       HOST 1  =    host2
       HOST 2  =    _%host3
       HOST 3  =    _%host4
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A caveat to keep in mind when running sm_config in stand-
alone mode is that, sm_config cannot guarantee the coherency
of the /etc/sma.config generated during the different invo-
cations (for eg. in the above case - /etc/sma.config on
host2 versus the ones on host1, host3 and host4) if the user

     were to supply inconsistent input data for the two cases.

3. Number of Switches section - Accepts input for the total
     no. of switches in the cluster.

However, if the cluster being configured has some unused SCI
adapters meant for use in the future, then the cluster
should be configured as it would look in the future, when
all the adapters are fully connected. For instance, a 1-
switch cluster containing 4 hosts with 2 adapters on each
(second set of adapters idle), which will later evolve into
a 2-switch cluster should be configured as a 2-switch clus-

     ter.

This ensures that when the cluster evolves to its final form
in future, new communication channels (SMA sessions) will be
created on the new links (say, through a new switch) on the
fly. This eliminates having to run sm_config later and
rebooting the machine. A detailed example of this is given

     in the input template file.

     A sample template for this section -
       Number of Switches in cluster =         2

4. Number of Direct Links section - Accepts input for the
total no. of direct SCI links in the cluster. A sample tem-

     plate for this section -
       Number of Direct Links in cluster =     2

5. Allow Rings section - Whether the cluster supports confi-
gurations with multiple hosts connected to the same port of

     the same switch.  A sample template for this section -
       Allow Rings in cluster (Y/N)?   =       N

6. Adapter information section - Accepts detailed informa-
tion for each adapter on each host. A sample template for
this section is -

host 0 :: adp 0 is connected to = switch 0 :: port 0
       host 0 :: adp 1 is connected to =       link 1 :: endpt 0

7. Network IP address section - Accepts the first 3 octets
(network) of the IP address for a particular switch or link.

     A sample template for this section -
       Network IP address for Switch 0 =     204.152.65
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8. Netmask section - Accepts the netmask for the private SCI
sub-nets. For example, a cluster with less than 15 hosts
per switch should select a netmask of 0xf0 while a cluster
with 15 hosts or more but less than 31 hosts would choose

     0xe0.  A sample template for this section -
       Netmask = f0

USAGE
The root user can start sm_config from the command line

     using the -f option to provide an input file to it.

     A cluster can have 3 topologies -
(i) Switched - All hosts are connected to each other via

     SCI switches.  Can have 2 or more hosts.
(ii) Non-switched - Two hosts connected directly via SCI

     cables (direct links).  Has exactly 2 hosts.
(iii) Hybrid - Contains switches and direct links. Can have

     2 or more hosts.

NOTE - At this point, PDB does not support more than two
switches in a cluster (see (i) above), nor does it support

     case (iii) from above.

NOTE - sm_config can be run on any host in the cluster, but
it should not be run on multiple hosts simultaneosly (eg.
via cconsole). If this occurs, the results are unpredict-
able - in the worst case, the adapter flash memory might get

     programmed with corrupt data.

NOTE - After running sm_config, the system should be
     rebooted.

FILES
     /opt/SUNWcluster/bin/sm_config
     /etc/sma.config
     /etc/sma.ip

SEE ALSO
     sm_configd(1M)

DIAGNOSTICS
sm_config prints error and warning messages to stderr. If a
fatal error occurs on any host or locally where sm_config is
running, then the process is aborted and no /etc/sma.config
is generated till the error is rectified. Do not reboot
the machine till a successful run of sm_config has been com-

     pleted.
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RELEASE NOTES -
If nis+ is being used as the name service then the default
behaviour is to look up the global nis+ map but if that
doesn’t exist, the local /etc/services file is not searched.
This behaviour is different from the default nis behaviour.
In this scenario inetd will be unable to start the

     sm_configd daemon.

SunOS 5.5.1        Last change: 30 March 1997

get_ci_status(1M) Maintenance Commands get_ci_status(1M)

NAME
get_ci_status - Displays the Cluster configuration, the SCI

     adapter status and the SMA session status.

SYNOPSIS
     get_ci_status [ -l ]

AVAILABILITY
     SUNWsma

INTERFACE CLASSIFICATION
     Sun Private

DESCRIPTION
get_ci_status displays the cluster configuration, the SCI
adapter status and the SMA session status. It queries the
SCI driver for information about the local SCI adapters and
tests the connectivity to SCI adapters on other hosts,

     either via a switch or a direct link.

For each adapter in the cluster, get_ci_status displays the
host it is on, the port on a switch it is connected to, its
adapter-id and whether the local adapters can communicate

     with the adapters on other hosts.

In addition, for each local adapter get_ci_status displays
the SBus slot# it is attached to, the host part of its IP

     address and whether the adapter is functional.

OPTIONS
     -l    Displays the local SCI adapter status only.

     no option
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Displays the local SCI adapter status and global clus-
ter status. When displaying the global status,
get_ci_status reports whether the remote adapter can be
reached at the hardware level (via SCI_PROBES) and/or

          at the software session level (via SMA sessions).

The SCI Probe reachability is indicated by active or inac-
tive keywords following the status for the remote adapter in
question. The software SMA session reachability is indicated
by operational or inoperational keywords. For example, an

     output of the following form -

sma: sci #0: sbus_slot# 1; adapter_id 8 (0x08); ip_address
1; switch_id# 0; port_id# 0; Adapter Status - UP; Link

     Status - UP
sma: sci #1: sbus_slot# 2; adapter_id 12 (0x0c); ip_address

17; switch_id# 1; port_id# 0; Adapter Status - UP; Link
     Status - UP
      sma: Switch_id# 0

sma: port_id# 1: host_name = interconn2; adapter_id = 72;
     active | operational

sma: port_id# 2: host_name = interconn3; adapter_id = 136;
     active | operational

sma: port_id# 3: host_name = interconn4; adapter_id = 200;
     active | operational
      sma: Switch_id# 1

sma: port_id# 1: host_name = interconn2; adapter_id = 76;
     active | inoperational

sma: port_id# 2: host_name = interconn3; adapter_id = 140;
     inactive | operational

sma: port_id# 3: host_name = interconn4; adapter_id = 204;
     inactive | inoperational

indicates that there are 2 local adapters (adapter_id 8 and
12), both of which are functioning OK (keyword UP) with
respect to SCI Probes to themselves. In case, a local
adapter is unable to complete a successful SCI Probe to

     itself, the status of that local adapter is shown as DOWN.

The global status is shown in the set of lines associated
with a switch. The status of the communication channel from
the local adapter (adapter_id 8) to remote adapters on
interconn2, interconn3 and interconn4 via the first switch
(Switch_id# 0) is - SCI Probe status OK (keyword active) and

     SMA sessions functional (keyword operational).

However, the status of the communication channels from the
local adapter (adapter_id 12) to remote adapters via the

     second switch (Switch_id #1) have the following problems -
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1. Adapter_id 76 => SCI Probes - reachable (keyword
active) and SMA session - not established (keyword inopera-

     tional)
2. Adapter_id 140 => SCI Probes - unreachable (keyword

inactive) and SMA session - established (keyword inopera-
     tional).  This is a brief transitionary stage.

3. Adapter_id 204 => SCI Probes - unreachable (keyword
inactive) and SMA session - not established (keyword ino-

     perational)

USAGE
get_ci_status can be run from the command line by any user.
However, it can only be run after the adapter cards have
been initialized using sm_config(1M). This ensures that all
the adapter node-ids have been properly programmed and the

     configuration file /etc/sma.config exists.

FILES
     /opt/SUNWsma/bin/get_ci_status
     /etc/sma.config

SEE ALSO
     sm_config(1M),

DIAGNOSTICS
     get_ci_status prints error and warning messages to stderr.

SunOS 5.5.1        Last change: 30 March 1997
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APPENDIX B

SMA Messages

If the HPC cluster uses an SCI switch, the SMA software can display the following

messages.

Message Directory
The following pages list SMA messages in alphabetical order:

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smactl.4007 - Cannot create logical adapter: None found

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smactl.4008 - Cannot create logical adapter:no response

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1030 - $clustername adapter $adp selected

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1101 - smad($pid): entering stand-alone mode

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1102 - smad: Cluster

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1103 - smad: Cluster

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1104 - smad: Cluster

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1105 - smad: Cluster

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smad.3104 - SCI Adapter $adp ($from_aid): Session to

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smad.4004 - smad($pid): exiting by request

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smad.4030 - $clustername no adapter available to select

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smad.5010 - $clustername adapter $adp de-selected

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smak.1001 - SCI Adapter $adp: Card operational

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smak.1051 - SCI Adapter $adp: Link operational

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3001 - SCI Adapter $adp ($from_aid): Session to

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3002 - SCI Adapter $adp ($from_aid): Session to

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3003 - SCI Adapter $adp ($from_aid): Session to

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smak.4001 - SCI Adapter $adp: Card not operational

■ SUNWcluster.sma.smak.4051 - SCI Adapter $adp: Link not operational

■ SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.1002 - smad($pid) started
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■ SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.2001 - child ($pid) $exit died $status

■ SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.4002 - smad ($pid) exiting

SMA Messages

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.1002 - smad($pid) started
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.1002.message”
msgstr  “SMAD is starting.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.1002.error”
msgstr  “The process-id is mentioned in brackets.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.1002.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.2001 - child ($pid) $exit died $status
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.2001.message”
msgstr  “The SMAD child daemon is dead. If necessary, another SMA child”

“daemon will be started up automatically.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.2001.error”
msgstr  “The process-id exit code and exit status are mentioned in the”

“message.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.2001.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.4002 -  smad ($pid) exiting
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.4002.message”
msgstr  “The SMAD watchdog parent daemon is also exiting, because of a”

“request to exit, or a fatal error.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.4002.error”
msgstr  “The process-id of the parent daemon is in brackets.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.watchdog.4002.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “
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#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smad.4004 -  smad($pid): exiting by request
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.4004.message”
msgstr  “The SMAD child daemon is dying by request.”

“request to exit, or a fatal error.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.4004.error”
msgstr “Probably due to a shutdown or a pkgrm.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.4004.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “

############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smak.1001 -  SCI Adapter $adp: Card operational
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.1001.message”
msgstr  “The adapter is working.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.1001.error”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.1001.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smak.1051 -  SCI Adapter $adp: Link operational
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.1051.message”
msgstr  “The link from the mentioned adapter is working.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.1051.error”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.1051.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smak.4001 -  SCI Adapter $adp: Card not operational
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.4001.message”
msgstr  “The adapter is not working.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.4001.error”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.4001.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “
#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smak.4051 -  SCI Adapter $adp: Link not operational
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.4051.message”
msgstr  “The link from the mentioned adapter is not working.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.4051.error”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.4051.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “
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#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1030 -  $clustername adapter $adp selected
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1030.message”
msgstr  “The mentioned adapter has been selected to act as the”

“logical adapter.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1030.error”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1030.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smad.4030 -  $clustername no adapter available to select
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.4030.message”
msgstr  “There is no adapter available which can act as the logical adapter.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.4030.error”
msgstr  “This indicates significantly broken connectivity.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.4030.fix”
msgstr “It is likely that the cluster will reconfigure itself. If the cluster”

“does not reconfigure, administrator needs to take some corrective”
“action, such as aborting a node or fixing the link problems.”

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smad.5010 -  $clustername adapter $adp de-selected
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.5010.message”
msgstr  “The mentioned adapter has been de-selected and is no longer the”

“logical adapter.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.5010.error”
msgstr  “This adapter was acting as the logical adapter and it is no longer”

“the logical adapter. If recovery happens, some other adapter will”
*be chosen to act as the logical adapter.”

msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.5010.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable. “

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1101 -  smad($pid): entering stand-alone mode
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1101.message”
msgstr  “SMAD is starting up and things seem to be fine. No PDB software is“

“running.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1101.error”
msgstr  “Not Available.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1101.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable.”
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#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1102 -  smad: Cluster ‘$clustname’ monitoring
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1102.message”
msgstr “CMM has asked SMAD to monitor the cluster status and it is now being“

“monitored. It can also happen if the SMAD was already in ‘monitor’ “
“mode and had died and restarted.”

msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1102.error”
msgstr  “Not Available.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1102.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable.”

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1103 -  smad: Cluster ‘$clustname’ running
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1103.message”
msgstr  “CMM has informed SMAD of the cluster membership. SMAD continues to“

“monitor the entire cluster. It can also happen if the SMAD was“
“already in ‘cluster’ mode and had died and restarted.”

msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1103.error”
msgstr  “Not Available.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1103.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable.”

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1104 -  smad: Cluster ‘$clustname’ returning
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1104.message”
msgstr  “The cluster is entering the ‘return’ transition. SMAD does not“

“manage the logical adapter in this state, until ‘step1’ (running)“
“occurs. SMAD will continue to monitor the cluster for physical “
“failures. It can also happen if the SMAD was already in ‘return’ “
“mode and had died and restarted.”

msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1104.error”
msgstr  “Not Available.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1104.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable.”

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1105 - smad: Cluster ‘$clustname’ no longer running
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1105.message”
msgstr  “This node has left the cluster. CMM has informed SMAD of this. The“

“cluster is no longer being monitored. It can also happen if the
*SMAD had died and restarted.”

msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1105.error”
msgstr  “Not Available.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.1105.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable.”
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#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smad.3104 -  SCI Adapter $adp ($from_aid): Session to
#                               $to_aid not open
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.3104.message”
msgstr  “The session from adapter ($adp), whose SCI id is $from_aid, to the“

“SCI adapter with SCI id $to_aid could not be opened.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.3104.error”
msgstr  “It will be opened when possible, later.
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smad.3104.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable.”

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3001 -  SCI Adapter $adp ($from_aid): Session to
#                               $to_aid active
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3001.message”
msgstr  “The session from adapter ($adp), whose SCI id is $from_aid, to the“

“SCI adapter with SCI id $to_aid is active.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3001.error”
msgstr  “Not Available.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3001.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable.”

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3002 -  SCI Adapter $adp ($from_aid): Session to
#                               $to_aid closed
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3002.message”
msgstr  “The session from adapter ($adp), whose SCI id is $from_aid, to the“

“SCI adapter with SCI id $to_aid has been closed.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3002.error”
msgstr  “This is probably because a node is leaving the cluster, or “

“rebooting.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3002.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable.”
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#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3003 - SCI Adapter $adp ($from_aid): Session to
#                              $to_aid failed
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3003.message”
msgstr  “The session from adapter ($adp), whose SCI id is $from_aid, to the “

“SCI adapter with SCI id $to_aid has been closed.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3003.error”
msgstr  “This is probably because of a failure, or a shutdown of the remote “

“node.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smak.3003.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable.”

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smactl.4007 -  Cannot create logical adapter: None found
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smactl.4007.message”
msgstr  “The unavailability of a logical adapter has been detected at step1 “

“of the reconfiguration process. This node will abort itself out of “
“the cluster.”

msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smactl.4007.error”
msgstr  “Not Available.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smactl.4007.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable.”

#############################################################################
#  SUNWcluster.sma.smactl.4008 -  Cannot create logical adapter: no response
#                                 from SMAD
#############################################################################
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smactl.4008.message”
msgstr  “SMAD has not responded to a request to create a logical adapter.It “

“is likely that SMAD has aborted/died in a fatal manner.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smactl.4008.error”
msgstr  “Not Available.”
msgid   “SUNWcluster.sma.smactl.4008.fix”
msgstr  “Not Applicable.”
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